UNLOCKING DIGITAL PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE FOR GLOBAL GROWTH AND INCLUSION

Digital public infrastructure is remaking the world, accelerating economic development and transforming economies. Can it also include the digitally excluded? And is India’s transformative model of digital inclusion possible for other countries? Join us for a conversation on the promise and challenges in scaling digital public infrastructure, featuring Dr. Pramod Varma, chief architect of India’s Aadhaar program and India Stack, and pioneer of digital public infrastructure.

EVENT DETAILS
Thursday October 12, 4 pm
Luce Auditorium
34 Hillhouse Avenue
Free and open to the public

SPEAKER
DR. PRAMOD VARMA
Chief Architect of Aadhaar & India Stack, CTO EkStep Foundation, Co-Chair CDPI.dev, Co-Founder FIDE.org, and Architect of sunbird.org and becknprotocol.io, currently dedicated to building population-scale Digital Public Infrastructures.

PANELISTS
ALIX ZWANE
Senior Fellow at the Jackson School of Global Affairs and CEO of the Global Innovation Fund

ROHINI PANDE
Henry J. Heinz II Professor of Economics and Director of the Economic Growth Center

DUVVURI SUBBARAO
Senior Fellow at the Jackson School and 22nd Governor of the Reserve Bank of India